Check out and depart Parking Lot

Maintain one-way flow

Strawberries and vegetables without a trellis

Customers
• Assigned to every other row
• Pick both sides
• Pick area cleanly
• Leave a flag where they end
• Next customer starts at the flag
• Alternate rows every other day

Staff
• Number all rows
• Monitor for physical distancing
• Remove flags at end of day
• Sanitize flags for reuse

Marvin Pritts, Cornell
Maintain one-way flow

Strawberries and low vegetables without a trellis

Customers
• Assigned to every other row
• Pick both sides
• Pick area cleanly
• Leave a flag where they end
• Next customer starts at the flag
• Alternate rows every other day

Staff
• Number all rows
• Monitor for physical distancing
• Remove flags at end of day
• Sanitize flags for reuse

Check out and depart
Parking Lot
Check in and move to field

Marvin Pritts, Cornell
Maintain one-way flow

**Bushes, trees and trellised vegetables**

Customers
- Assigned to every row
- Pick only one side of row
- Pick area cleanly
- Leave a flag where they end
- Next customer starts at the flag
- Alternate rows every other day

Staff
- Number all rows
- Monitor for physical distancing
- Remove flags at end of day
- Sanitize flags for reuse

---

Check in and move to field

Check out and depart

Parking Lot

Marvin Pritts, Cornell